
MARKET DISRUPTOR

REPORT SUMMARY

After showing strong momentum for its virtual SBC-as-a-Service FreeSBC model, TelcoBridges is adding a new layer of
support through its ProSBC offering. Customers are also finding that vSBC is enabling a host of new edge use cases.

WHAT MAKES THE COMPANY A DISRUPTOR

TelcoBridges is a disruptor because after having established itself as a provider of traditional gateway products, the
company has embarked on a dramatic new approach aimed at disrupting SBC economics and developing new use
cases for virtual SBC outside the core. 

Strong uptake of the company’s FreeSBC product over the past 18 months has validated the need for new vSBC
business models, and has expanded TelcoBridges’ addressable market significant within both the service provider
and enterprise segments. The company’s new ProSBC product enables TelcoBridges to continue to offer vSBC
solutions to a growing number of edge use cases while maintaining the advantage of very low cost of entry that has
attracted customers to the FreeSBC product.

JUST THE FACTS

Founded 2002

Funding Private

HQ Montreal, Quebec

Employees 35

Geographic
Reach

Global company with management, product development, support, and sales based in Montreal,
Canada. 
Sales and support offices in Poland, Turkey, and Hong Kong.

Key Products • ProSBC and FreeSBC Session Border Controller software
• Tmedia VoIP Media Gateways
• Tsig Signaling Gateways
• Ttrans Transcoding Gateways

Momentum • June 2019: Introduced ProSBC offering with significant enhancements to functionality, expanded
services and a number of new identified use cases. 
• April 2019: Surpassed 10 million session downloads of FreeSBC software. 
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• November 2018: Won Cloud Computing Product-of-the-Year award from TMC’s Cloud Computing
Magazine for FreeSBC technology and business model. 
• June 2018: Unveiled Intelligent Edge strategy for deploying VNFs on uCPE at network edge for
network intrusion prevention and improved traffic management. 
• November 2017: Introduced FreeSBC, industry first “pay as you go” model for virtual SBC-as-a-
Service.

GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGIES

• Low Cost of Entry: TelcoBridges has shown clear traction since offering its FreeSBC product beginning in
November 2017. Over 10 million licenses for the virtual SBC, supportable by VMware, OpenStack, Amazon Web
Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and bare metal services, have been deployed by hundreds of customers. Those
customers include Marcatel, a Mexican Tier 1 telecommunications provider that has deployed TelcoBridges’ FreeSBC
software at customer sites for SIP Trunking and call management. Beyond telcos, however, FreeSBC has proven
itself as a strong solution for a growing number of enterprise use cases, including for network security threat
detection and for traffic grooming. TelcoBridges reports the company’s FreeSBC product can support up to 60,000
sessions per server and 1,110 sessions per second, which has been more than sufficient to support use cases
envisioned to date.

• Building an SBC Roadmap: While TelcoBridges’ FreeSBC approach has proven instrumental in allowing
customers to validate virtualized SBC and to enable innovative new use cases, TelcoBridges has wisely recognized
that many users will require more sophisticated services requiring additional horsepower and more features. The
company announced plans to add a new “ProSBC” offering beginning in July 2019 that offers several enhancements,
including:o Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) encryption for media processingo Transport Layer Security
(TLS)-encrypted SIP signalingo Added support for Microsoft Azure cloud,o Enhanced survivability features 

The new ProSBC, offered at an easy-to-model $1/session/server/year price point (including support) represents the
first in what TelcoBridges plans as a more sophisticated feature and services roadmap to cater to evolving customer
demands.

• Building the Intelligent Edge: Using emerging NFV architectures and the deployment of universal customer
premises equipment (uCPE), service providers and enterprises are increasingly looking to deploy virtual SBCs not
only in the core of the network but at the edge as well. Edge deployment scenarios are increasingly deployed to
supplement existing core SBCs and pay several dividends, including enhanced DDoS attack prevention and toll fraud
prevention, while also steering traffic away from the core SBC. TelcoBridges’ “SBC-as-a-Service” model is ideally
suited to a number of emerging applications that can act as a complement to existing SBC deployments.

• Supporting Cast: TelcoBridges also sells a variety of supporting gateway products, including VoIP gateways,
signaling gateways, transcoding gateways, hybrid SBC gateways. As a result, ProSBC can be a smart entry point for
customers that can ultimately lead to adoption of other supporting products.

KEY CHALLENGES

• Migration Strategies: TelcoBridges customers are clearly seeing the value of virtual SBC in a growing number of
use cases. However, realistically, physical SBCs will continue to dominate for some time. In addition to adopting
vSBCs for new use cases, TelcoBridges may need to develop migration strategies – likely working through partners –
to use the ProSBC model to migrate existing workflows to virtual SBCs.

• Balance Simplicity with Flexibility:  TelcoBridges’ ProSBC model offers a simple, easy-to-understand payment



scheme. However, with an ever-increasing list of use cases, this model may not work in all cases. For example, in
order to cater to physical-to-virtual migration cases, TelcoBridges may need to add greater flexibility, including
hybrid arrangements that include both traditional licensing and pay-as-you-go options.

• Virtual Now, Cloud-Native Soon: While virtualization brings its own benefits and challenges, it represents a
step on the way to fully cloud-native architectures. As such, TelcoBridges should consider embracing this transition
more fully by advocating for microservices-based architectures, containers, DevOps organizational structures, and
continuous innovation/continuous design (CI/DI) principles.

ASSESSING THE MARKET LANDSCAPE

More than most core network products, the SBC earns the right to be called a multi-application platform in that it has
to ensure network security and handle both signaling and media functions simultaneously and in real-time. The SBC
represents the first element in the path of incoming traffic over which network operators and enterprises can
effectively exercise control. SBCs have steadily accumulated more and more intelligence over the years, controlling
and distributing the flow of network signaling and media to the rest of the operator's core network. The SBC
continues to steadily accumulate a laundry list of features on a per-service basis around security, interoperability,
regulatory conformance, and standards support; and is also the place where signaling and media protocol
differences get resolved, ensuring interoperability between multiple networks and vendors.

The SBC architecture, along with the much of the rest of the core network, has evolved to address the challenge of
virtualizing the SBC media plane at scale, especially in the face of stringent transcoding and encryption requirements.
At the same time, "cloud-native" SBCs are already being marketed, capable of deployment in public as well as private
clouds. Reconstructing the SBC on a virtualized and/or cloud-native basis is paving the way for new deployment
models to cater to unique service provider and enterprise requirements. In addition, these new architectures are
enabling operators and enterprises to envision new uses for the SBCs outside of the traditional core network, such as
at the network edge. Evolving business models, such as “SBC-as-a-service,” can enable customers to envision and
rapidly deploy new SBC use cases, without requiring any upfront investment in dedicated SBC hardware.

RELATED GLOBALDATA RESEARCH

• Session Border Controllers: Competitive Landscape Assessment

• Ribbon Session Border Controllers

• Oracle Communications Session Border Controllers (OCSBC)

• Nokia Session Border Controllers

• Ericsson Session Border Controllers

FINDING THE DISRUPTORS

GlobalData’s “Market Disruptor” series of reports recognize up-and-coming vendors offering a new approach to the
market as identified by our analysts. The vendors chosen as “Market Disruptors” share some or all of the following
characteristics: 

1) They challenge the status quo of an established industry segment. 
2) They are embracing innovative, new operating models. 
3) They are seeking to define and monetize an entirely new segment or revenue opportunity. 

https://technology.globaldata.com/AnalysisPartial/Details/Ericsson-Session-Border-Controller-SBC103482
https://technology.globaldata.com/AnalysisPartial/Details/Nokia-Session-Border-Controller103488
https://technology.globaldata.com/AnalysisPartial/Details/Oracle-Communications-Session-Border-Controller-OCSBC103489
https://technology.globaldata.com/AnalysisPartial/Details/Ribbon-Session-Border-Controller110745
https://technology.globaldata.com/AnalysisPartial/Details/Session-Border-Controller--Competitive-Landscape-Assessment103504


4) They are looking to redefine the segment's value chain.
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